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POOL LINER



SUSTAINABLE LINING FOR POOLS

And holiday  dreams 
come true!
  



Worldwide competence in plastics
AGRU Kunststofftechnik GmbH is a successful, family‑owned com‑
pany with worldwide activities in the production and distribution 
of high quality thermoplastic products.

Decades of experience in the extrusion of geomembranes for 
landfill sites, tunnels, roofs and waterways (storage ponds) 
enables AGRU to provide the high quality and innovative  
relax pool liner.

 z free of volatile 
plasticisers

 z Environ‑                                                                                 
mentally friendly

 zResistant to                                                                              
UV radiation 

 zBest chemical and 
    mechanical resistance

 z Life expectancy of 30 years
 zRoot and rodent resistant

 zAlgicides prevent algae growth
 zResistant to silver and copper ions (Osmosis)

 zResistant to sustained water temperature above 32 °C

And holiday  dreams 
come true!
  



POOL LINERS FOR PUPLIc ANd    PRIvATE SwImmING POOLS

Pure pleasure - a paradise 
in your garden!



The AGRU relax pool liner is the only polyolefine liner free of 
volatile plasticisers! It is characterised by its high durability. 

The visually appealing TPO (thermoplastic polyolefins) material is 
physiologically harmless, environmentally friendly and features an 
antimicrobacterial effect which prevents the spread of germs. In 
addition an antimicrobacterial effect results.

A major advantage of the AGRU relax pool liner is the long life 
expectancy, guaranteed by UV stabilisation and unplasticised  
material compound. TPO is resistant to high mechanical demands 
and is suitable for a wide temperature range.

The resistance to additives gives you a long‑term pleasure with 
your swimming pool.

The AGRU relax pool liner is easy to clean.

POOL LINERS FOR PUPLIc ANd    PRIvATE SwImmING POOLS



The relax programme
All relax pool liners have 1.5 mm thickness 
and are available in rolls up to 25 m (12 rolls 
per pallet).

Reinforced liner
Width: 1630 mm and 2000 mm

Anti‑skid non‑reinforced liner
Width: 600 mm and 2000 mm

Accessories
relax coated plate,
Welding rods, Silicone sealant, 
primer, smoothing agent

Cleaner
AGRU Clean 
AGRU Intensive Cleaner

 
with anti‑skid 

surface

AzureLight blue

White



An invitation to relax!



AGRU Kunststofftechnik GmbH

A - 4540 Bad Hall

Ing. Pesendorfer-Straße 31

T +43 (0) 7258 790 - 0

F +43 (0) 7258 3863

office@agru.at

www.agru.at

Your distributor:
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Subject to errors of typesetting, misprints and modifications.
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RELAX Weldingsheet
You will find all important welding parameters!

       
Welding of RELAX pool liners
AGRU relax pool liners will be welded by hot air and are 
applicable for all climatic zones.

The AGRU relax pool liner contains an additional fabric 
to provide dimensional stability which prevents from high  
expansion and ensures flexibility.

For any assistance and technical service please do not
hesitate to contact us. We are pleased to inform you  
about the sustainable and durable attributes of our  
relax pool liner.

SCHWEISSPARAMETER / WELDING PARAMETERS

Bitte beachten Sie unsere Verlegerichtlinien.

Please consider our installation guidelines.
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 z LINING SYSTEmS


